
Bonds benefitted from a decade of low U.S. interest rates, posting unusually strong returns. Recently, bonds finally
began to reverse course, returning -0.3% over the last twelve months.1 Rising rates hurt the value of bonds, and in this
rising-rate environment, many are asking, “why hold bonds at all?”

Our bond performance projection for coming years is modest. And, in fact, we are doing several things to mitigate bond
exposure to rising interest rates. These include tilting away from bonds and toward high-dividend stocks, shortening
portfolio bond duration, and emphasizing individual bond ladders where appropriate. Yet, we still believe bonds are an
important part of most investment strategies. Here’s why.

Sharper Granite helps clients achieve financial goals by managing at the portfolio level – managing top-down, for total
risk-adjusted performance. That is, we build portfolios as a coach builds a football team. While strong individual players
are important, a team of 50 great quarterbacks will struggle, especially on defense. Ultimately, the parts must work
together to achieve successful overall team performance. In investing, what ultimately matters is risk-adjusted, after-tax
performance of the entire portfolio.

Bonds as Defense

Bonds have a risk-management role in virtually all portfolios. Every asset performs well in certain environments and
declines in others. One of the biggest threats to balanced portfolios is an unexpected shock to stock prices. Bonds are the
best way to protect against stock market risk. When serious economic trouble strikes, as in the 2008 – 2009 banking
crisis, high-quality bonds, including U.S. Government-backed treasuries and agencies, are generally the only safe assets.
While behaving as insurance against stock declines, high-quality bonds pay interest in any environment and virtually
guarantee repayment of principal after a set term. Other defensive portfolio options include hedging strategies and
derivatives, but they are expensive and susceptible to heavy losses in bullish markets.

The chart on the following page shows how bonds performed during the period 1992 – 2012 -- just when they were
needed most, during the worst-performing months for stocks.2 And if we look at a longer time frames, we see similar
results. From 1926 – 2012, there were 24 down-years for stocks. Bonds rose in 22 of those 24 years.3
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The portfolio protection provided by bonds varies over time; however, Sharper Granite research finds that bonds have
moved differently from stocks in recent years, especially when needed -- during times of extreme shock.4 This action,
whereby bonds zig when stocks zag, is exactly the anti-correlative behavior that delivers steady, risk-adjusted performance.

Return simulations at Sharper Granite, as well as those published recently by Vanguard, Schwab and others, indicate that
bonds, despite their low current yields, can be expected to remain one of the best long-term hedges against equity-market
risk and continue to provide meaningful downside protection for long-term investors holding well-diversified portfolios.
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Bond Declines Nothing Like Stock Declines

Rough bond markets are nothing like rough stock markets. Historically, the worst time frame for bonds was 1941 – 1981,
when treasury rates rose incredibly from 0.5% to 16.4%. During this 40-year stretch, the worst 3-year period for bonds
returned -0.4%. Contrast that with the worst 3-year period for stocks during those years of -11.0%. 5

Rising rates hurt bonds initially, but eventually have a correcting effect. Because bond yields increase as interest rates
increase, eventually bonds produce higher returns. A well-structured bond ladder can take full advantage of this rising-
rate effect. A bond ladder is a set of individual bonds with different maturities. As the short-term bonds mature, funds
are used to buy longer-term bonds, which typically offer higher yields, especially when rates are rising. Thus, the average
yield of the bond portfolio rises if rates rise or stay constant.
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Muni Bonds Critically Valuable for High Earners in California

2013 tax increases impacted couples earning over $250,000 and especially hit couples earning over $450,000. The need
for tax-free income has increased dramatically. High earners in California now face total marginal tax rates over 50%.
For them, a laddered California municipal bond strategy is a life saver. A 3.5% highly-rated, California muni generates
pre-tax equivalent annual income of approximately 8% with nearly zero chance of default.6 This virtually-guaranteed
return is incredible in today’s low-rate environment, even under high-inflation scenarios. Then, laddering individual
bonds at different maturity dates as described above eliminates much of the adversity of rising interest rates.

Interest Rates Difficult to Predict

From 1982 – 2005 the Wall Street Journal published a semi-annual survey of over 50 leading economists’ predictions of
where the 10-year treasury rate would be a year later. Over these 23 years the majority were correct about the direction
(forget about the actual value) of rates – up or down – only 30% of the time.7 A Bloomberg survey of 53 economists
showed similar results.8

Interest rate predictions may prove difficult once again. Several economic and demographic factors may prevent bonds
from plummeting now as some worry. First, the pace of the global economic recovery, held down by near-zero growth in
Europe and Japan, is still not hot enough to launch interest rates skyward. Second, U.S. inflation remains tame, currently
running just beneath the Fed’s target of 2%. 9 Low inflation gives the Fed room to continue its low short-term interest-
rate policy, slated to slowly increase throughout 2017 and 2018. Third, the wave of retiring baby boomers will provide
increasing demand for treasuries and other high-quality bonds, the investment centerpieces of typical retirement
strategies.

Finally, the Fed is carefully and slowly raising short-term rates. Currently, the Fed funds target rate is 0.75% - 1.00%.
Low short-term rates can have a powerful effect on long-term rates. Similar to the Quantitative Easing programs in recent
years, the Fed also purchased bonds during WWII to hold short-term rates below 2% to finance the war. The Fed retained
a large balance of bonds on its balance sheet (proportionally similar to the level today) well after the war. This helped
keep 10-year bond yields under 3% without inflation for 15 years, from 1941 - 1956. 10
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All forms of securities investing involve risk of loss for which clients should be prepared. There are no guarantees or insurances of principal preservation 
and market fluctuations of any level may occur and impact portfolio value. Past performance is not a good predictor of future performance. [Spring 2017]
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